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ORDER OF EXERCISES

Processional
Sycamore Brass Quintet

Welcome and Remarks
Dean Eunice Santos

Recognition of Bronze Tablet, Honors, and Student Award Recipients
Dean Eunice Santos

Convocation Address
Dr. Dipesh Navsaria (MSLIS ’04)
Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Clinical Associate Professor of Human Development and Family Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dean Eunice Santos and iSchool Faculty

Closing Remarks
Dean Eunice Santos

Recessional
Sycamore Brass Quintet
University Honors – Bronze Tablet

The University of Illinois began the tradition of inscribing the Bronze Tablets with the names of students receiving University Honors in 1925. A new tablet is hung in the Main Library each year. Inscription on the Bronze Tablets recognizes sustained academic achievement by undergraduate students at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Students must have at least a 3.5 cumulative grade point-average through the academic term prior to graduation and rank in the top three percent of the students in their graduating class.

Yosra Abdulwahid
Yingyu Chen
Dharra Ketan Prashaad

James Scholars Honors

The James Scholar Honors Program recognizes the talents of academically outstanding students, promotes curricular/co-curricular growth, and helps prepare students to stand out in their future endeavors.

Hanyu Zhao
Nathaniel Zukowski

Honors Distinction (designated with *)

The iSchool awards honors to the top ten percent of the undergraduate graduating class each semester. This distinction is noted on the student’s baccalaureate diploma, permanent University record, and official transcript.
### School of Information Sciences – Student Awards

Each year, the iSchool recognizes a group of outstanding students for their achievement in academics, as well as a number of attributes that contribute to professional success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award Name</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Allen Award for Reference Services</td>
<td>Caleb Britton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berner-Nash Memorial Award</td>
<td>Jessica Yi-Yun Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berner-Nash Memorial Award</td>
<td>Ly Dinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne M. Boyd Award / Beta Phi Mu</td>
<td>Margaret Cuddihy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Harris Camp Award</td>
<td>Katherine Dinsmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane B. and Robert B. Downs Professional Promise Award</td>
<td>Savannah Adams-Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial Promise Award</td>
<td>Mary Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Special Award of Merit</td>
<td>Yu-Wei Lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Golinhor Award for Public Librarianship</td>
<td>Chloe Foulk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Harris Award</td>
<td>Aradhya Seth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Harris Award</td>
<td>Beatriz Verin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences Information Management Award</td>
<td>Rachel Riffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Luther and William T Henderson Award</td>
<td>Zhaneille Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Systems/Technologies Award</td>
<td>Nikita Agarwal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iSchool Alumni Association Student Award</td>
<td>Sheridan Cazarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances B. Jenkins Award</td>
<td>Kendall Neumann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Lohrer Award for Literature and Library Services for Youth</td>
<td>Caroline MacFarlane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise C. Meckstroth Award</td>
<td>Rachel Kaplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award</td>
<td>Morgan Cosillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel C. Rediger Award</td>
<td>Andrew Stranahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Rediger Librarian as Humanist Award</td>
<td>Joseph Kevin Sebastian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selma K. Richardson Award in Children’s Literature</td>
<td>Veronica Spring Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Justice Award</td>
<td>Xochitl Quiroz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingbo Zhou Memorial Fund Award</td>
<td>Wanpeng Liu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The School of Information Sciences (iSchool) faculty and staff join with your family and friends in congratulating each of you on earning your degree. As students, you have been valued members of the iSchool community. We look forward to staying in touch with you as you pursue your careers. You have chosen a field where you can apply your talents in many different settings, and we hope that you find rewarding opportunities to use the knowledge and skills you have developed.
This program contains an unofficial list of candidates for graduation on May 13, 2023, a list of graduates who received degrees in August 2022 and December 2022, and a list of degree candidates planning to graduate in August 2023 who are participating in this ceremony. The list of May graduates is as accurate possible. However, because of printing deadlines, names of some degree recipients may not appear, while names of degree candidates may appear even though they have not completed their degree requirements. The University’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the Office of the Registrar, 901 West Illinois Street, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

## SCHOOL OF INFORMATION SCIENCES GRADUATES

### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PH.D.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORMATION SCIENCES</th>
<th>LIBRARY &amp; INFORMATION SCIENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>August 2022</strong></td>
<td><strong>May 2023</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Yi-Yun Cheng</td>
<td>Linh Hoang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly Dinh</td>
<td>Myrna E. Morales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOINFORMATICS
with a Concentration in Information Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2022</th>
<th>May 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Raheem Joy</td>
<td>Raghid Fawzi A. Alhazmy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian K. Rao</td>
<td>Wesley Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhangyan Chen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2022</th>
<th>December 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xueying Cui</td>
<td>Shabeeha Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung-An Huang</td>
<td>Muhammad Irfan Alvi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aishwarya Shah</td>
<td>Yueyi An</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Satish Shenoy</td>
<td>Jainam Paresh Avlani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuzhan Wang</td>
<td>Harsh Baberwal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
December 2022 (continued)
Nikita Nitin Bangale
Dhruvi Dinesh Bhagat
Surbhi Bhargava
Pavan Sevakram Borole
Samir Mohamed Boussarhane
Chen Chen
Justin Eric Chen
Rashmi Sunil Chhabria
Suhas Chitiki
Qianqian Cui
Yawen Deng
Dhwani Mitesh Desai
Mandar Dhande
Mrunal Rajan Ghadge
Prafull Goel
Goura
Jialin Guo
Akshat Gupta
Xiang He
Zhuokun He
Supriya Jayadev Hiremath
Yu-Ting Huang
Aastha Jain
Rohan Jain
Shrutika Pankaj Jain
Nimisha Jasuja
Anisha Jauhari
Hao Jia
Yi Jiang
Yuxuan Jiang
Krishnaditya Prudhviraju
Kanchalra
Sai Anurag Kasula
Ayesha Jayesh Kesharia
Pratham Keshri
Sopan Khadkodkar
Radhika Khetan
Bhavya Kosaraju
Sanjana Kukreja
Rajat Kumar
Yu-Wei Lai
Chang Li
Zicheng Li
Jiayi Liu
Wanpeng Liu
Peng Lu
Sushma Mahadevaswamy
Yunhao Mei
Akshari Nidugala
Sriram Padmachelty Harinath
Sandeep Yadav Pala Sreeramulu
Kamaljot Singh Pannu
Parth Sanjay Patel
Vishesh Akshat Pathak
Hrishikesh Anil Potdar
Venkata Sai Sahit Potnuru
Vardhaman Sanjay Roman
Faizan Ali Saiyad
Rachana Ramesh Sarvankar
Dhruvesh Bhavesh Shah
Kinjal Shailesh Shah
Nishit Singh
Mihir Manoj Sircar
Sushanth Sreenivasa Babu
Divya P. Tantri
Brijesh Taunk
Deepthi Vasudevan
Jiewen Wei
Xiaofeng Wu
Yi-Ting Wu
Yiwen Xu
Yuting Xu
Chinmay Yadav
Yash Asang Yamsanwar
Qinwen Yang
May 2023
Abhinav Dwarka Agarwal
Divyaang Agarwal
Vikramaditya Agarwala
Yash Agrawal
Apurva Nitin Amritkar
Mugdha Awasare
Palash Badjatya
Sreenithi Balasubramanian
Sneha Gyaneshwar Baranwal
Chetna Beri
Mohnish Tarak Bhagat
Anushri Mahesh Bhagwath
Nimisha Umesh Bhide
Apoorva Sushil Bhole
Ruthvik Bonthapally
Ujjayini Bose
Vasanth Chandrasekaran
Ching Chang
Jie Chang
Hui-Hsiang Chen
Shao-Ren Chen
Xinyuan Chen
Yuan-Chih Chen
Tianhao Chen
Siyyuan Cheng
Asim Upendra Chitre
Tao-Ke Chorng
Samruddhi Anil Choudhari
Ashvita Chourey
Yueh-Zu Chuang
Akshant Dilip Churi
Asmita Vijay Dabholkar
Sanjana Dash
Himank Jagdish Dave
Shruti Deekshitula
Maithili Nilesh Desai
Saish Balaji Desai
Saloni Nitin Desai
Priyanka Dewani
Anjani Shivani Dhavala
Rohit Doraiswamy
Kartikey Dubey
Pradyot Dutta
Shivani Edison
Deepak Rajesh Gajarmal
Kaivan Dhanesh Gandhi
Tanvi Golwelkar
Nikita Vasant Gore
Amol Shyamsunder Govekar
Ketaki Shahaji Gujar
Vanika Gupta
Keyu Han
Yashashri Sunil Haryan
Muhammad Abdullah Hashmi
Hang Qing He
Qitian He
Saahil Manish Hiranandani
Yichuan Hu
Ching-Yun Huang
Yen-Shuo Huang
Yichen Huang
Wei-Cheng Hung
Kartik Ramesh Iyer
Kanak Jagwani
Kinzel Jain
Shubham Ajay Jain
May 2023 (continued)
Veeral Virendra Jain
Yeonhwan Jeong
Bharat Tulsiram Jhawar
Manasi Ballal Joshi
Poorva Joshi
Puru Joshi
Sarthak Joshi
Gaurav Kalwani
Shabbir Anjum Kapadia
Manasi Nivrutti Karale
Srushi Hemant Karangale
Ashwini Anant A. Karkhanis
Ankit Paras Katariya
Aastha Kathuria
Saurabh Santosh Khanolkar
Aditya Prasad Khedkar
Prachi Khetarpal
Ankita Ashok Khiratkar
Asmita Khode
Shraddha Shirish Kirtane
Ashish Ashokkumar Kothari
Madhura Shrikant Kulkarni
Shubham Kumar
Sonam Kumari
Drishti Kwatra
Qingyang Lan
Chia-Yi Lee
Chuyang Li
Yiqing Li
Cheng-Hsuan Lin
Yu-Chien Ling
Guangyuan Liu
Jun Liu
Liangzhe Liu
Snehal Lokesh
Ketan Balkrishna Mahajan
Simran Basant Malawat
Manvi Malhotra
Smit Mahesh Malik
Zahra Malwi
Sowmya Mamidi
Atulya Mannava
Jiren Mao
Dhruv Nilesh Mehta
Himani Hemanshu Mehta
Vaibhavi Mehta
Vaidehi Mehta
Parth Vishal Meswani
Muhammad Ibrahim Mian
Aditya Misra
Parv Mittal
Jiajun Mo
Bhavi Hitesh Modi
Rohan Manoj Mudgalkar
Joram Mutenge Mutenge
Sandeep Reddy Nallapu
Yash Jayesh Nanda
Nithin Raghava Ramachandra
Narla
Payal Ravindra Narvekar
Yash Nishar
Rishitha Nuka
Nikhil Kumar Reddy Obili
Youngbeen Oh
Babatunde Victor Olowomeye
Vishwa Hemendrakumar Pancholi
Kairav Bijal Pandya
Darshan Prakash Pangare
Dhyey Yakin Parikh
Ankit Bipin Patel
Kanishka Alpeshbhai Patel
Prayag Pankaj Patel
Ritika Pateriya
Jas Harish Patil
Prathamesh Prakash Patil
Rhuta Patki
Shikha Pattnaik
Divyanka Mahesh Phadtare
Prithvi Prakash Mysore
Mudit Sumeet Pruthi
Mathew Puthanpurackal
Yeting Qi
Ritesh Dashrathsinh Rajput
Shubhangi Ranjan
Aaditya Polthel Rao
Damu Ruchi Rao
Manan Rao
Adit Rathi
Saurav Sunil Rathod
Danial Raza
Kesi Raghuvir Reddy
Reethika Renganathan
Shambhavi Sahay
Aradhya Seth
Ansh Bharat Shah
Daksh Vinesh Shah
Dishay Pankaj Shah
Maitri Dharmesh Shah
Mithil Jayesh Shah
Neel Shah
Nemil Sandip Shah
Mohammed Saud Shaikh
Aditya Sharma
Ankita Sharma
Aayusha Vishwanath Sheregarm
Anish Shetty
Vishnu Priya Singh
Mayur Sridhar Sharma
Weiru Sun
Simran Sachin Sura
Niharika Surange
Yash Swami Adke
Lalita Milind Takle
Abhisha Purushottam Tarimane
Vishal Thadari
Noel Thomas
Jiahao Tian
Shruti Ticku
Ayan Tiwari
Rishab Tripathi
Tejas Tumakuru Ashok
Siddhesh Kiran Unhavane
Gargi Mandar Vaidya
Beihua Wang
Jiajun Wang
Jing Wang
Weiyu Wang
Xiujuan Wang
Zeyu Wang
Yash Homdeo Wasnik
Bill Ho Nam Wong
Chia-Chien Wu
Shu-Hao Wu
Zhizhou Xu
Xinmai Xuan
Yizhan Xue
Akshya Yadav
Nidhi Yadav
Zhiwen You
Yanying Yu
Boyu Zhang
Jindi Zhang
Shaojun Zheng
Bingcheng Zhong
Haosheng Zhong
Jiaqi Zhu

August 2023 Degree Candidates
Participating in this Ceremony
Raghid Fawzi A. Alhazmy
Wesley Au
Zhangyan Chen
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

August 2022
Melissa Arroyo
Emma Caton Beck
Logan Calvin Braddock
Margaret Buttweiler
Samantha Louise Carroll
Tabitha M. Cochran
Clare Colleen McDonald Copic
Dalton Scott Day
Nicholas Patrick Digrispino
Bonita L. Dyess
Michael B. Fealey
Nathaniel Dean Fortmeyer
Amy Marie Freeman
Bethany Jordan Hollis
Lauren Ashley Huff
Eva Claire Manley Jeffers
Lynn Marie Lawrence-Brown
James Brian Malach
Andrea Leigh Martinez
Carolyn C. McMenamin
Callan Winn Miranda
Meredith Ann Price
Yvette Ramirez-Sosa
Micky Romack
Helen Alyse Salkeld
Leah Anne Sauvage
Monica Elizabeth Sciortino
Jack Alexander Settje
Jason Sleet Shirley
Shannon Speshock
Michael Christian Steffen
Sarah Jane Tattersall
Rhiannon J. Taylor
Katherine Ann Watson
Jordan Renee Weaver
Holly Kay Whistler
Lee Margaret Whitacre

December 2022
Ivan Hankin Albertson
Caroline Elizabeth Sahadeo Alince
Amiee Arimura
Alex Aspiazu
Jordan Marie Baker
Luisa Barbano
Devon Kelley Blumenshine
Jacob Brian Bonner-Baker
Gayle Ann Bouvet
Samantha Josephine Boyle
Emory Bentley Brigden
Dominique Elizabeth Brown
Dawn Brunschon
Leighann Calentine
Ajah Michelle Calvin
Sofia Carapia
Ryan Daniel Chaglasian
Daniel Clapper
Sarah Grace DeHaan
Emily Grace Doehring
Jeremy William Donaldson
Kylie Christine Eastman
Hannah Edgar
Nicole Marie Erhardt
Michael G. Farkas
Alyssa Helen Fary
Emily Frances Fishkin
Chloe Casper Foulk
Mikael Alexander Fox
Maura Clare Gentry
Jack Michael Gorden
Benjamin Jacob Gould
William Colby Groover
Marie Celine Guenette
Ian T. Guen-Murray
Yu Han
Lydia Sawyer Hanchett
Chase Haslam
Cordiah Camille Hayes
Lyndsey Nicole Herring
Sara Marie Hohn
Courtney Barnett Ivaska
Zoe Elizabeth Ivice
Samantha Jackowiak Conway
Alysha M. Jackson
Veronica Spring Jones
Jacqueline Nicole Keck
Alexander Schuyler Kennedy-Grant
Brad Allen King
Allison Kay Lanthrum
Madalyn Loiselle
Caroline Elizabeth MacFarlane
Alyssa Rae Marks
Michael Angelo Martino
Angelina Marie Melcho
Em Studebaker Nelson
Elizabeth Ann Novaski
Maurissa Sandra O’Connor
Chinyere Esther Oteh
Joanna Lee Jourdan Quint
Nina Reiniger
Eleanor Renehan Richardson
Andrea Rosalind Roser
Joseph Kevin Sebastian
Amanda Mae Smith
Antonio Marcus Strumolo
Hannah Carole Stubblefield
Brock Stuessi
Daniel Michael Mendel Thomas
Kaila Rain Thomas
Ashley Jean Tschakert Foertmeyer
Anna Marie Vanseveren
Cynthia Marie Wade
Kilee Gean Wagner
Catherine Mary Webber
Angelina Nicole Wernette
India Clair Winters
Elizabeth Nicole Yolich

May 2023
Savannah Jessup Adams-Clark
Afnan Othman A. Alasafra
Tariq Saad I. Algosaibi
Rachel V. Babiak
Spenser Reece Bailey
Leigh Erin Barnard
Stephen Kenneth Barnes
Eryn Renna Bartlick
Claire Eileen Bauerle
Miguel Angel Beltran
Desaree Dawn Berdan
Wendy Leigh Bering
Christy L. Blew
Ashley Lynn Bolger
Zoe Gray En Bowlus
Caleb Oran Britton
Emily Jean Brookman
Kinsey R. Brown
Matthew William Denver Cain
Jerdahn Gailen Campbell
Elizabeth Cave
Sheridan Jay Cazarez
Bindi Piyush Chauhan
Samantha Korrinn Cicone
Nicolette C. Coleman
Kathryn Nicole Colson
Karina Elise Cooper
Kathleen Corcella
Jenna Marie Courtade
Hanna Jean Cox
Amanda Maia Crego-Emley
Margaret Anna Cuddihy
Andrea L. Decker
May 2023 (continued)
Annika Reed Pavish Deutsch
Jessica Diaz
Katherine Anne Dinsmore
Meredith Anne Dominguez
Heather Cay Douglas
Cayla Nicole Dwyer
Estefania Eiquihua
Jonathan Yehuda Engel
Maria Rebeca Escamilla Zavala
Craig Stephen Evans
Courtney Fancil
Dana Katherine Fanslow
Sarah-Rose Farrell
Brea Lynn Fearon
Moira Lynn Fiscus
Teresa Marie Foral
Kara Reid Forde
Hanna Marie Foster
Daniele Keating Freeman
Jamie Anne Gentry
Paul V. Gilbert
Megan Amanda Gilmore
Matthew Robert Gipson
Anna Marie Glorioso
Gillian Elise Goldberg
Jorie Ann Grande
Daniel J. Green
Zhaneille Green
Alyssa Hanchar
Brandi Hart
Daniel Matthew Hart
Abigail Olivia Hartley
Jamie Lynn Hasty
Adam Paul Hathaway
Jessica Lynn Hawkins Dorow
Kelsey Marie Head
Alexis Miah-Valentina Henson
Elisabeth Ann Hiebeler
Lisa Ann Hill
Alicia Josefina Hollander
McKinzie L. Horoho
Tina Lynn Horve
Karolin Jillian Howard
Vanessa Howland
Elias Burnham Hubbard**
Eden Christine Irwin
Abigail Rose Johnson
Hannah Renee Jones
Rachel Elizabeth Kaplan
Anna Elizabeth Kebler
Aaron Khan
Claire Frances Kittell
Nathaniel Knize
Jenna Nicole Kurtzweil
Meghan M. Langan
Mary Christine Lawrence
Jou Lee
Tali Schoepfe Levine-Woods
Emma Patricia Lipkin
Crystal G. Livingood
Ariah D. Long
Darian Lena Lorrain
Jared Lowenthal
Chanda Lyons
Clare Talbot MacCarthy
Krystal Madkins
Darek Makowski
Jacqueline Elizabeth Mann
Sylvie Aylin Manuel
Madeline Claire Manzella
Elizabeth Joanna Marathas
Shaelagh Danee Martin
Anthony Charles Martinez
Durandy Marion McConnell
Faith Marie McConnon
Delaney Elizabeth McCoy
Cortney McInerney
Stephanie Allison McKeegan
Michael Andrew McNichols
Veer Mehta
Daniel Mendelson
Dana Jean Leeann Miller
Mary Catherine Elisabeth Mitchell
Andres Molina-Alvarez
Matthew Morgan Monteith
Matialyn Ibet Maribel Munton
Kendall Neumann
Kalyn Aileen Wiley Nowlan
Lydia Eden Ochs
Tess Kathleen O’Connell
Matthew William Oldham
Jennifer Lynn Parker
Gregory Rudolph Pearson
Holly Ilana Peterson
Zoe L. Peterson
Anna Lucile Petrelli
Karli Lorayne Pettifer
Ethan Russell Phipps
Ashley Nicole Pitt
Tate Potts
Xochitl Mirelsie Quiroz
Myriam Ramos
Rachel Riffe
Yolanda Rivera
Karina Eliza Rodriguez
Lisa Joy Rossi
Emma Rose Ryan
Cayley Jaclyn Rydzinski
David Antonio Satten-Lopez
Sharon Ashley Schallmo
Allison Leigh Schultz
Kelsey Nicole Schulz
Elizabeth Rader Schwartz
Francesco Anton Serio
Phoebe Kathleen Sernaker
Elizabeth Shallenberger
Leila N. Sherbini
Anna Elise Sielaff
Natasha Marie Sims
Pierce William Moran Smith
Vanessa K. Storey
Mary Tyler Storms
Andrew James Stranahan
Andrea Joy Studzinski
Claire Anna Thomas
Rachel Marie Tomei
Simon Dewey Trubek-Pence
Peyton Carolynn Tvrdy
Jessalyn Susan Mae Ummel
Kate Marie Vasquez-Braun
Elaine Waite
Elliott Dorian Walcroft
Ethan Patrick Walter
Danielle Dan Wang
Yibo Wang
Rosalyn Watson Burhans
Jennifer Wegmann-Gabb
Katharine Elizabeth Wennerdahl
Heather Elizabeth Wieght
Isaac Gerard Wink**
Anna Rebecca Wondrasek
Jonas Leo Kromer Yela
Ryan E. Yoakum
Bojun Zhang

August 2023 Degree Candidates Participating in this Ceremony
Elinor Davies
Perry Diggs
Rebecca Leslie
Jordan Sarti

**Joint degree Master of Science in Library and Information Science & Master of Arts in History
CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STUDY

May 2023
Shuyi Liu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SCIENCES

August 2022
Ralph Jeffrey Siy Cabaya
Harin Lee
Tuvya Aaron Miller

December 2022
Nicholas Alan Bernier
Yingyu Chen
Zhangheng Chen
Nathaniel Clements
Alexander Stephen Figus
Edison Hawkins
Zane Cutright Inman
James Nam
Ori Daniel Shoffet
Bryan Valencia
Brandon Xamonhtry
Nathaniel Zukowski

May 2023
Yosra Abdulwahid*
Nikita Aparna Agarwal
Daniel J. Belzer
Nicolas A. Bergamo
Victoria Jane Bittman
Yamini Bukkaraju
Jared Angel Canty
Jordan James Carter
Claire Huey-Ching Chang
Eunice Dongeun Chang

Damian D. Chavez
Morgan Gabriella Cosillo
Eric Philip Coulter
Emily Crawford*
Bennett Daniel Custer
Dominee D. Daniels
Suhas Dhanyamraju
Luke Elijah Emano
Daniel Garrett Fine
Grant Matthew Florence
Alejandro Flores
Miranda Gallardo
Gabriella Deegan Galloway
Anushka Gami
Lianne Gao
Dayanna Garcia
Miranda Garza
Devang Bharat Ghela*
Rafael Francisco Gil Diaz
Aliya Rochelle Gilley
Jason Cosme Gonzalez
Odalys Gonzalez
Shivani Goyal
Emily E. Grayburn
Jesica R. Guallpa
Zeming Guo
Jason Michael Haber
Keaton F. Haegge
Brandon Allen Harris
Joseph William Hartz
Kaylin Yu-Ping Hsiao
Lucy Yuyao Jiang*
Muhammedrushedan Jimoh
Ding Jin
Zebinisso Jura
Wang Abel Kalomba
Sunethra Kannan
Leo David Kasper
Zara Khan
Rohit Khanal
Nupur Khandelwal*
Miso Kim
Suin Kim
Sravya Kosuri
Heera Lee
Jae Young Lee
Jiahui Li
Marcel Adam Makaruk*
Joshua Kyungil Min
Job Ngangu Monita
Chase Vic Monmany
Yuto Nakagawa
Hoang Minh Chien Nguyen
Frank Nieto
Saloni Sahni
Apurva Laxmi Sanagavarapu
Antonio Sanchez
Coby David Schencker
Iman Shamim
Tiancheng Shi
Alaa Wahbeh Shuaibi
Yujin Sonn
Caroline Bozena Stoklosinski
Athena Young Tang
Beatriz Verin
Shariq Qayum Wajid
Joung H. Won
Elysia Marcia Woodward
Xulong Xiao*
Yi Xiao
Jiyan Xu
Jacob S. Yoo*
Jasmine Yuan
Kelly Yuen
Hanyu Zhao
Junting Zhu

August 2023 Degree Candidates
Participating in this Ceremony
Alexis Williams

* Honors Dinstinction
Associate Professor Masooda Bashir
Teaching Assistant Professor
Brandon Batzloff
Professor Catherine Blake
Associate Professor Maria Bonn
Assistant Professor Nigel Bosch
Associate Professor Anita Say Chan
Teaching Assistant Professor
David Charles
Assistant Professor Jessie Chin
Teaching Assistant Professor
Sharon Comstock
Associate Professor Ryan Cordell
Associate Professor Sarah Park
Dahlen
Assistant Professor Peter Darch
Associate Professor Jana Diesner
Professor J. Stephen Downie
Teaching Associate Professor
David Dubin
Associate Professor Jingrui He
Teaching Assistant Professor
Renee Hendricks
Assistant Professor Elizabeth Hoiem
Teaching Assistant Professor
David Hopping
Associate Professor Yun Huang
Associate Professor Lori Kendall
Associate Professor Halil Kilicoglu
Associate Professor Emily Knox
Associate Professor Kyungwon Koh
Associate Professor Kathryn La Barre
Assistant Professor Zoe LeBlanc
Professor Bertram Ludäscher
Professor Christopher Lueg
Assistant Professor Emily Maemura
Assistant Professor Rachel M. Magee
Associate Professor Bonnie Mak
Associate Professor Kate McDowell
Teaching Assistant Professor
Jill Naiman
Assistant Professor Melissa Ocepek
Teaching Associate Professor
Judith Pintar
Professor Allen Reinear
Teaching Assistant Professor
Adam Rusch
Assistant Professor Madelyn Rose
Sanfilippo
Professor and Dean Eunice E. Santos
Associate Professor Jodi Schneider
Professor Sara L. Schwebel
Assistant Professor JooYoung Seo
Professor Emerita Linda C. Smith
Associate Professor Yoo-Seong Song
Associate Professor Carol Tilley
Associate Professor Vetle Torvik
Senior Lecturer Kevin Trainor
Assistant Professor Matthew Turk
Professor Michael Twidale
Professor Ted Underwood
Associate Professor Dong Wang
Assistant Professor Haohan Wang
Associate Professor Yang Wang
Senior Lecturer John Weible
Lecturer Elizabeth Wickes
Assistant Professor Karen Wickett
Associate Professor Kate Williams
Teaching Assistant Professor
Martin Wolske
We believe in the power of information to change the world.